
 
Morning Able man Steinhoff, 
 
In Bold letters   my comments/questions  
 
Ahmed looks like he could benchpress three hundred pounds but the weight he’s 
carrying right now is more than he can bear. strikes me as over descriptive for 
first page teaser  
 
DOWD Do you know what TAG EAST does? 
AHMED Yeah, I know what TAG EAST does.    
Is it needed? we get the tension and the facts. 
 
SUPER : THREE MONTHS LATER. 
DOWD: Dad.  
DO i understand it was a dream? Its’ not very clear for  first time reader. what I 
am saying this is where you can use 3-4 words to describe exactly the 
demeanour of Dowd saying Dad  
 
DOWD (CONT'D) Don’t you die on me Symesy!-  
Can it be more of an  original line? 
 
The crowd being torn apart, limb by limb.  (is it a must, the description?) 
 
Heaving his guts into a waste paper bin. (not sure a non-Aussie will get the idiom 
 
Nikita Khrushchev style… (way to sophisticated for the lay man..) 
 
BANG, BANG, BANG. FRANK (O.S.) Open this door!   (Maybe drop 1 or 2 of 
these?) 
 
DOWD Here’s the thing, my safety’s off, yours isn’t. Something more original? 
 
ACT 2 and 3 are very descriptive and a bit slow as for action building and 
the revelation that i looming… 
 
A creature, humanoid, translucent black and bearing what looks like a star 
constellation for a face, Hard for me to imagine the visual  
Its back bristles, a rolling shudder, up and down its body, vibrating the water. Same 
 
Amiri joins Dowd firing her pistol at the Piper until it’s down - not sure i can 
visualize/understand just what happened 
 
heave-to out. (again idiom unknown to me) 
 
The creature assembles itself, bones cracking into position. 
Lets discuss this 
 
 
lets chat later, I am flex.  
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